ACROSS

1/4 Pub with ale, hotel in north-east, and Neo's welcomed for movie event (12)
9 Prophet seen within ULEZ radius (4)
10 Old flame is in bed in middle of night — getting on in peace (10)
11 What winds up Farage in kinky sauna is revulsion (6)
12 Old fashion spot admits us as well, on reflection (4,4)
13 Venue not closing — a winner at Uxbridge seeking to appease? (9)
15 See 16
16/15 Wit needed to protect tree — might this trap Gove on Evia? (8)
17 Farm animals heard in Thunberg's birthplace (9)
21 Save follows ball in from wing: is it struck at World Cup? (8)
22 Rudely pushes Bibby 17 say — at Suella's instigation? (6)
24 Playing tennis, I see Soviet film director (10)
25 Girl chasing ball where Ashes series continues (4)
26 Online players right into World Cup or Ashes matches? (6)
27 Coutts offices here: Rose initially in place (6)
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1 An unknown in B&B all for style now on show at 25?
2 What Lioness does, or what excited World Cup crowd does! (5)
3 Song from terraces with England's top two bringing delight (7)
5 News boss, Greek character, gutted with water level rising (6)
6 Who he was: dull worker in forge (4,5)
7 Close to hour — minute possibly how long program takes (3,4)
8 Japanese fighter in trap spoiled Greta T's aim Sunak played down? (3,4,6)
14 Place for spectacles of 25 shape (9)
16 West preparing for combat — crisis 8 seeks to minimise? (7)
18 Policy makers can be reshuffled with it (7)
19 Attract fish back to sheltered side (7)
20 Arse quivering — bum endlessly squeezed — is one a pincher? (6)
23 Port at first judged acceptable as wine (5)
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